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The Marg Foundation, India, 2012. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book.
Showcases a portfolio on handwritten Qu rans and calligraphic art. Jannat introduces the concept
of Heaven on Earth in popular Muslim art This Volume on Jannat in Islamic art presents images of
Paradise from the Indian subcontinent spanning all forms of art, architecture, and design. Paradise
is reflected in Islamic art and culture in distinctive ways with remarkable ideological continuity in
the Muslim world. The concept of paradise, a part of the Islamic cosmos, is put forth in the Qu ran
through ayat or signs for men possessed of mind. The term used to describe Paradise often is
jannat, or gardens, highest among the elevated gardens being Firdaus, a term great medieval poet
Amir Khusrau applied to Hindustan, so full of praise was he of its genius in his epic Nuh Sipihr, the
Nine Skies. This volume on Jannat in Islamic art presents renowned and lesser-known images of
Paradise from the Indian subcontinent to include expressions in calligraphy and monumental
inscriptions, landscaped gardens, chahar bagh, mausoleums, mystic invocations, Dakhani
romance, journey through the heavens in Persian verse, community hymns, and popular art. In its
appeal to...
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Reviews
Very useful to all of category of people. I actually have read through and that i am sure that i will likely to go through once more again in the foreseeable
future. I realized this book from my i and dad advised this publication to find out.
-- Alta K ir lin
This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of the pdf. You may like how the article
writer create this pdf.
-- Rosa r io Dur g a n
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